
INTERNATIONAL 
WOMEN’S DAY 
International Women’s Day. A day to celebrate the social, economic, cultural, 
and political achievements of women, as well as a call to action for accelerat-
ing equality. 

Individually, we’re all responsible for our own thoughts and actions - all day, 
every day.

We can break the bias in our communities.
We can break the bias in our workplaces.

To celebrate this year, we spoke to members of our global workforce, to find 
out what IWD means to them, what changes they feel are needed in the in-
dustry, and what can we do collectively to achieve equality.  

#breakthebias



Lisa Rapson 
Director, United Kingdom

What does International Women’s day mean to you?
IWD is an opportunity to both acknowledge and celebrate the contribution that 
women have made in the industry, in terms of development and betterment of 
communities, but also as a striving force in the industry to nurture the next generation 
of millennial women engineers.

What changes need to take place to build a more diverse, inclusive profession in 
the construction industry?  
I would like to see more women in roles of influence within our industry governing 
bodies, perhaps to even lead them to ensure that the industry continues to grow and 
develop with equal opportunities for the next generation of engineers.

What can we do collectively to help achieve equality?
Gender bias within the industry is in play and it is a difficult challenge to overcome. 
Most engineers are implicit as they are not aware that their behaviours are bias 
in nature, which influences and guide their decisions to those they interact with. 
Collectively, we should raise the profile of bias within the industry because recognising 
there is a challenge is the first step to addressing it…



Sarah Pang 
Administrator, Hong Kong

What does International Women’s day mean to you?
IWD is a day to celebrate and recognise the achievements of women who have 
contributed to the community while committing themselves more fully to social 
changes,

What changes need to take place to build a more diverse, inclusive profession in 
the construction industry?
A few ways the industry can adapt is to:
• Being open to hire women 
• Provide more room for growth in a competitive environment, not just be bound by 

traditional mindset/practices
• Getting the workplace culture right through educational programs.
• Giving women the tools and confidence to discuss challenging comments or 

behaviours
        
What can we do collectively to help achieve equality?
Associations for women may assist in identifying their needs and demands, and 
advocating for improved conditions of work in the community.  Such associations 
would be better established based on the values of self-responsibility, equality, self-
help, equity and caring for others.



Mason Rahimi 
Graduate Engineer, Adelaide

What does International Women’s Day mean to you?
To me, IWD a day to encourage people to act responsibly and fair when it comes to 
gender differences and show women that our industry is more welcoming than in the 
past, and that we are proud to have them as part of our engineering teams.

What changes need to take place to build a more diverse, inclusive profession in 
the construction industry?  
Early-stage education is vital for every fundamental change. I believe continuous 
workshops and discussion forums, not only limited to women, can make positive 
changes in our industry.

What can we do collectively to help achieve equality?
I think it is hard to achieve equality in the construction industry, but it does not mean 
we can not make our working environment better for everyone. I still believe there 
are women that are hesitant to enter the construction industry because of bias and 
inequality which can be resolved with education. 



Giap Copas 
Senior PA, United Kingdom

What does International Women’s day mean to you?
IWD is a day to celebrate the power of being a woman, feeling safe as a woman, and 
being seen and respected as a woman, from a non-patriarchy view.

What changes need to take place to build a more diverse, inclusive profession in 
the construction industry?  
Everyone should take an active role on speaking up / making others accountable 
when witnessing bias behaviour. We should share more success stories of women in 
the industry, and see more women as board members and in director roles. 

What can we do collectively to help achieve equality?
We can learn to understand and implant positive, inclusive communication / 
language, as well as take accountability and making others accountable when 
witnessing behaviours or language that don’t support woman.  



Lianne Hutchinson
Contracts Administrator, Brisbane

What does International Women’s day mean to you?
It reminds me that whilst Australia and RBG have a way to go with Gender and Age 
Equality, that there are (and have been) so many inspiring stories of Women’s survival, 
not just in the work force but in life, throughout the world!

What changes need to take place to build a more diverse, inclusive profession in 
the construction industry?  
Corporate Australia needs to be held more accountable, ie Legislation that affects 
their bottom line. Make the existing Legislation count or change it.

Further companies need to stop paying their Senior Management (generally men) 
obscene amounts of money at the expense of not just women but men that are not 
seen to be the stereotyped  “ white, middle aged, grey haired men” that make up the 
majority of all Senior Management across the industry.   

What can we do collectively to help achieve equality?
We can learn to understand and implant positive, inclusive communication / 
language, as well as take accountability and making others accountable when 
witnessing behaviours or language that don’t support woman.  



Cristina Costa
Associate Director, United Kingdom

What does International Women’s day mean to you?
It is a day to recognise that women had to fight for their rights as they were long 
mistreated by society during many centuries. Although things have improved, there 
is still a lot to be done to make sure the new generations live in a more equalitarian 
world.  

What changes need to take place to build a more diverse, inclusive profession in 
the construction industry?  
The industry needs to have more open minded attitudes; people must be open to 
listen and learn from others with different and diverse backgrounds. We should also 
offer more opportunities to join the construction industry to a more diverse range of 
professionals, avoiding silos.  

What can we do collectively to help achieve equality?
Respect one another, no matter how different they are from you. Embrace the 
change, educate yourself about diversity and the benefits it can bring. Only when we 
acknowledge the value of different individuals we can treat each other equally.

 



Lara Giannetto
Associate Director, United Kingdom

What does International Women’s day mean to you?
For me, IWD is a day where we should remember that many women are still struggling 
with inequity, discrimination and abuse in our society and in the world. Not all women 
live in a city like London where the majority of us a can potentially fulfill their life in any 
aspect they wish. 

What changes need to take place to build a more diverse, inclusive profession in 
the construction industry?  
I think the work should start at school age, where young girls should be introduced 
into this industry, and start building up the mentality this is NOT an industry for men 
only.   

What can we do collectively to help achieve equality?
What I would like to see is equity rather than equality, in both the workplace and 
society. For me, equity is when all individuals, despite their difference, can achieve 
their maximum potential. As a women I think I AM DIFFERENT, but not less capable, 
not less professional, not less interesting, and not less powerful. 

I would also like to see no women having to choose between their career or having a 
family.



www.robertbird.com


